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his chapter presents an overview of the management and use of two generations
of ATM Virtual Private Networks - intermediate and target VPN. The required
Management Services are analysed, specified and mapped onto the TMN [6.1]

architecture. The architectural components and their operational dependencies and
information exchanges are described.

6.1 Introduction

The competitiveness of modern national and multi-national corporations is increas-
ingly affected by how well they utilise telecommunications services. A service being
increasingly demanded is called Virtual Private Network (VPN). VPNs allow the cor-
porate customer to createlogical private networks using public network resources. In
the future, as the use of more advanced applications and services grows, there will be a
need to extend VPN services to integrate many different types of corporate telecommu-
nications traffic including voice, data, video and multi-media. ATM provides a suitable
VPN infrastructure offering the high bandwidth and flexibility required by different
types of services. ATM technology is becoming an increasingly important part of the
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Wide Area Network (WAN) infrastructure and will be used by public network opera-
tors to offer advanced telecommunications services such as future VPN services. The
provisioning of VPN services will require the deployment of advanced Management
Services.

This chapter presents an overview of the management of two distinct types of ATM
VPN service. The first service, calledintermediate-VPN (iVPN) provides a generic
service for provisioning of ATM leased-line VPCs in a multinational, multi-operator
environment. Management Services for iVPN were specified, designed, implemented
and tested by ICM on simulated and real ATM networks during 1995. The second serv-
ice, calledtarget-VPN (tVPN), concentrates on using the full statistical multiplexing
power of ATM technology required for future ATM VPNs. This terminology is in
keeping with previous RACE work in this area [6.5][6.6][6.7].

6.2 An overview of VPN services

6.2.1 Background information

A good overview of the requirements for efficient and flexible provisioning and usage
of ATM VPNs (AVPNs) is presented in [6.8][6.9][6.10]. Recent ETSI work on the
requirements for Broadband VPNs can be found in [6.11].

The ATM Forum is also an important driving force in many related areas such as
ATM signalling [6.12], LAN emulation [6.13], and multi-carrier, multi-domain provi-
sion and management of ATM services [6.14][6.15][6.16][6.17]. Particularly relevant
is the ATM Forum’s management model. This is compared to ICM’s work on the man-
agement of VPNs later in this chapter.

The Internet IETF has specified a rudimentary Management Information Base
(MIB) for the management of ATM nodes [6.18].

A closely related area of interest is the provisioning and usage of VLANs. These
are simple extensions of the traditional LAN model, that allow for the use of resources
from a public network operator. Some vendors are seeking the use of the IEEE 802.10,
for a VLAN identification mechanism that allows frames to be “tagged” for delivery to
certain VLAN subnetworks [6.4]. This would allow for creation of VLANs based on
protocol subtypes and subnetwork addresses. Larger issues, such as uniform manage-
ment of multi-vendor equipment implementing this (or other proposed) VLAN stand-
ards, have not been addressed yet.

6.2.2 The market

Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) technology combines the advantages of both
packet switched data networks (flexible bandwidth) and circuit-switched, channel-ori-
ented synchronous networks (high bandwidth and low delay that remain constant).
ATM technology is an important base for all future Broadband ISDN (B-ISDN) net-
works and services. ATM aims to unify (or integrate) the many currently separate types
of networks (telephony, CATV, data, audio, video) that exist today. As it is basically a
packet-oriented technology, current commercial ATM offerings mostly support data
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services (such as LAN-LAN or LAN-WAN interconnection, LAN backbones), but
ATM is also intended as a base for modernising and integrating networks used for more
profitable revenue generating services.

ATM can also flexibly handle different Quality of Service (QoS) types, and its sta-
tistical multiplexing features allow better use of network resources, while providing
additional features such as bandwidth on demand. All of these facets make ATM an
ideal infrastructure for future advanced services.

On the demand side, customer organisations would like full integration of all of
their traffic needs, with the flexibility to adapt to changes in these needs. Figure 6.1
shows an example.

In current telephony based VPN offerings, an organisation’s CPN could be a large cor-
poration’s local PBX network. The most basic goal of a VPN service in this case is to
lower the price of telephone calls within the company, when compared to using the
public network.

This is accomplished by use of two more basic VPN services called:private num-
bering plan (PNP) andclosed user group (CUG). A PNP provides groups of users
within a customer organisation with the capability of placing calls within the organisa-
tion, by using a digit sequence having different structures and meanings than those pro-
vided in the public numbering plan. Within a CUG the named users can only call other
members of the same CUG. Incoming calls from outside the CUG can be prohibited.
Only authorised users with appropriate access rights can modify the contents of the
CUG. A simplistic view of a CUG is that it allows creation of “sub-VPNs” within an

Figure 6.1 ATM public networks
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organisation’s overall potential VPN. Use of CUGs allow an organisation to create,
delete or modify subgroups of users within a PNP.

Most current commercial VPN offerings, such as Concert, Phoenix, Uniworld, and
WorldPartners, target telephony/voice-based markets [6.2]. In addition, standardised
data-based virtual LAN (VLAN) services are also on the horizon [6.3][6.4]. In the
future, it seems certain that integrated VPN services will carry a rich mix of traffic:
voice, data, video, audio and multimedia.

Regarding the basic technology, several integrated ATM access concentrators/mul-
tiplexers are already on the market, and many service providers are already planning
next generation VPN services over an ATM based WAN infrastructure [6.23][6.24]. In
Europe, liberalisation of the telecommunications market should increase competition
in this area, the most important remaining problems are more political than technical
[6.25].

6.2.3 VPN concepts and terminology

There is no single commonly agreed definition of a VPN. For our purposes, a VPN is
defined as:

“a set of logical closed user groups implemented over public switched network
that provides a number of special features which enhance service. This means
that to a VPN customer the VPN appears as a physical private network”

RACE Common Functional Specification D721

A VPN bearer service is shown in Figure 6.2. In this example, a public network opera-
tor is providing two separate VPNs for two separate customers. Each customer’s VPN
uses resources from the public network to interconnect individual customer premises
networks (CPNs). Each customer can only use, monitor and modify its own VPN.

Figure 6.2 The VPN bearer service
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Within a VPN, the CPNs appear to be connected together by purchasing additional pri-
vate network resources. For the customer, VPN brings lower costs for network installa-
tion, operation, maintenance, capital equipment and staff; with the benefit of increased
flexibility and additional features. The public network operator reaps economies of
scale by selling similar VPN services to a variety of customers.

A simple VPN example is illustrated in Figure 6.3. In this case, a large multina-
tional company connects all its regional office PBX-based telephone networks using a
VPN service. One benefit of this is the establishment of a uniform numbering plan for
all telephone extensions used in the company. Another is that when employees call

their counterparts in other international offices of the company using the PNP, the calls
are less expensive compared to similar calls placed through the international Public
Switched Telecommunications Network (PSTN). A subscriber may belong to one or
more CUGs.

Figure 6.4 illustrates the conceptual similarities and differences involved. The pub-
lic network uses a public numbering plan and pricing scheme. VPNs are built using
separate PNPs and CUGs.

6.2.4 VPN terminology from the RACE programme

The ICM project based its definition on previous work done in the RACE community
[6.6][6.7]. The work defined three phases of VPN evolution:

• The short-term VPN (sVPN) phase is concerned with the current status of
installed VPNs, and planning for future phases (iVPN, tVPN). Most VPN serv-
ices available today are based on the conventional public switched telephone
network (PSTN), or on the public switched packet data networks (PSDN).

Figure 6.3 Traditional VPNs: use of PNP and CUG
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• The intermediate VPN (iVPN) phase maps the evolution of VPN management
from the current s-VPN situation to the target integrated Broadband communi-
cations (IBC) environment. It is based on restrictions of ATM technology avail-
able in the current to near term.

• Thetarget VPN (tVPN) phase is the ultimate goal for future VPN services in an
IBC environment, which maximise the utilisation of underlying network
resources, with reduced cost and increased flexibility.

sVPN and iVPN are implemented by interconnection of Customer Premises Networks
(CPNs) over leased-lines, where the leased-lines are either dedicated or are provided
by means of cross-connect equipment in the public domain. In the case of ATM net-
works, this leads to inefficient use of the underlying network resources, since the iVPN
network resources are dedicated to individual leased-lines that may be under-utilised
by their customers.

tVPN services should provide AVPNs at a reduced cost, with increased efficiency
and flexibility to public network operators (PNOs), through increased multiplexing of
traffic.

6.2.5 VPN actors, relationships and roles

Previous RACE work in the area of VPN services has also established the concept of a
Value Added Service Provider (VASP). A VASP is an organisation that provides and
sells added-value services such as VPN on top of the basic network providers' bearer
services. The VASP can itself be a PNO, a consortium of PNOs, or a completely inde-
pendent organisation. It provides “one-stop-shopping” for the planning, installation
and maintenance of a VPN. The VASP rents network resources and connectivity from a
suitable set of PNOs, and provides value added services by making use of these
resources. In addition, the VASP provides uniform network Management Services such
as accounting, billing, configuration and status monitoring to its customers.

A contractual relationship exists between the VASP and a customer organisation.
The contract requires the VASP to provide the desired VPN service between specified
customer end-points (e.g. CPNs) that are geographically distributed. The contract
includes, but is not limited to, issues such as the location and types of sites to be inter-
connected, and the customer performance requirements (e.g. Bandwidth and Quality of
Service parameters).

Figure 6.4 Public vs. private numbering plans, and CUGs
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The VASP will provide different VPNs to different customers, over the same set of
public network resources available from a common set of many different possible
PNOs. Figure 6.6 illustrates this.

6.2.6 VPN management domains

The various actors involved in the provision, operation, maintenance and use of the
VPN give rise to different VPN management domains. Figure 6.7 illustrates the man-
agement domains involved, their relation to physical public and private networks, and
various interfaces involved (both network and management related). A one-to-one
mapping exists between the terms “TMN” and “management domain.” Interfaces
between different TMN domains require use of the secure TMN X-interface. Interfaces
to the real networks can use the TMN Q3/Qx or M interfaces. Appropriate mediation
devices or Q-adapters (QAFs) are needed in the latter case.

Figure 6.5 Actors and their relationships to VPN
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6.3 The iVPN Management Service for provisioning
ATM leased-lines

6.3.1 Introduction

Provision of multi-domain, multi-operator services is complex. In TMN based Man-
agement Services, use of the security features of the TMN X-interface is required. The
iVPN Management Service presented here was implemented using a prototype TMN
X-interface [6.19], that conforms to appropriate TMN security requirements for such
services [6.20][6.21].

Within the ICM case studies, some basic assumptions were made regarding the
iVPN Management Services. It was assumed that End-to-End VPCs (EEVPCs) would
be used to interconnect customer sites, and that these EEVPCs are created by manage-
ment operations as opposed to user signalling procedures. Therefore only VP cross-
connects would be used by the iVPN Management Service to create semi-permanent
ATM leased-lines. It was further assumed, for simplicity in the ICM work, that the
End-to-End VPCs (EEVPCs) would be of fixed bandwidth. Creation and signalling
issues related to the use of VCCs on the created EEVPCs is assumed to be the cus-
tomer’s responsibility and will take place in the VC switches of the CPNs.

Figure 6.7 Management domains and interfaces for VPN services
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Figure 6.8 helps to illustrate the use of EEVPCs in a VPN Management Service.
Only VP cross-connects and VC switches are shown. The VP links (VPL) used are
only shown on the EEVPC between CPN2 and CPN3. The final ATM hosts, and termi-
nal equipment are omitted for clarity. One needs to fully connect (mesh) the three
CPNs below using EEVPCs to get a Virtual Private Network. The EEVPCs can be cre-
ated/deleted using the iVPN Management Service described later. No VC switching
takes place in any of the intermediate segments of the EEVPC. VC switching only
takes place after the EEVPC has terminated (shown in CPN3). Although the figure
only shows a single PNO, an EEVPC may span more than one PNO domain.

Because fixed bandwidth EEVPCs are used, when an EEVPC’s capacity is fully
utilised, no more VCCs can be switched onto it until enough capacity becomes freed
(e.g. VCC deleted). Even if other VC/VP equipment and paths exist to the other CPN,
they cannot be used for new VCs as the EEVPC is semi-permanent. Thus ATM net-
work resources in the public network may be poorly utilised in some cases.

As discussed above, the iVPN is a Management Service provided by a VASP to
automatically provision ATM leased-line end-to-end PVCs (EEVPCs) in an environ-
ment with multiple operators, customers and management domains. This conceptually
simple service allowed the ICM project to study the issues arising from the provision
of multi-domain TMN Management Services.

Figure 6.8 ATM leased-lines using end-to-end VPCs.
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This section builds on ICM’s previous work in the area of managing VPC band-
width and load-balancing within a single operator’s management domain (Chapter 5).
The iVPN Management Service was designed, specified, implemented and tested on
real and simulated Pan-European ATM networks. An important objective was a proto-
type TMN X-interface enabling inter-management domain security to be investigated.

In this section, the proposed Management Service is broken down according to
established TMN design methodologies [6.26] into its constituent components which
are described in some detail.

6.3.2 The iVPN case study

The iVPN case study, system design and architecture work [6.27][6.28][6.29][6.30]
was a relatively straightforward addition to ICM’s previous work on VPCM.

ICM’s implementation of the iVPN service provided geographically distributed
organisations with a leased-line service, used to interconnect a number of CPNs that
are located at different geographic sites of an international organisation. The leased-
line service is implemented on Broadband ATM networks, using EEVPCs. The leased-
line service is used interconnect their CPNs and devices located at various sites to meet
their organisation’s business objectives. The EEVPCs are basically simple fixed-band-
width VPC pipes. Another way of looking at EEVPCs, is that they are simply perma-
nent virtual connections (PVCs) that can be automatically extended by the ATM
Leased-line Management Service across multiple PNOs, even into the CPNs.

This type of leased-line service would normally be set up by a customer using a
completely manual process, involving negotiations with the necessary PNOs and con-
tractually arranging for the appropriate EEVPCs through each PNO-PNO and from
PNO-CPN - for all the PNOs, CPNs and EEVPCs used. Configuration of VPIs used on
the VPLs spanning management boundaries would be manually negotiated at each
PNO-PNO and PNO-CPN boundary. The entire process is very labour-intensive, error-
prone, time-consuming, difficult to change or modify (e.g. add new EEVPCs or delete
existing ones) and varies from customer to customer. The objective of the ATM
Leased-line Management Service is to completely automate this process, by providing
a unified Management Service that spans all the relevant management domains. This is
achieved through the VASP, which generates revenue by providing this generically
useful service (and others) to many different corporate customers.

It is assumed that the VASP has available to it a set of ATM-based VP services that
it buys or rents from suitable PNOs, based on its overall customer requirements. From
the total set of potential EEVPCs available, it can then provide leased lines to various
customers depending on their performance requirements (e.g. bandwidth, total end-to-
end delay, maximum jitter, cost, operator preferences, etc.) and also the location of the
CPN end-points to be interconnected. The VASP is not at all concerned with the type of
traffic (multimedia, file transfer, etc.) that the customer puts onto the EEVPCs. The
customer sets up individual calls (VCCs) on the EEVPCs in the signalling plane.

For the purposes of ICM, the main task of the iVPN Management Service therefore
is to design and provision a set of EEVPCs that best meet the needs of individual cus-
tomers. This is based on the customers' needs and on the available set of VP resources
the VASP has available or can obtain. Figure 6.9 shows the relationship between the
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iVPN Management Service with the PNOs, CPNs, human managers (TMN users), cus-
tomer organisations, VASP, and other management functions.

6.3.3 Functional decomposition of iVPN

The iVPN Management Service was decomposed using the ICM methodology
described in Chapter 3. It was decomposed into several Management Service Compo-
nents (MSCs).

The VASP Topology Information MSC manages the logical and physical informa-
tion about the underlying networks, links and possible routes through the underlying
sub-networks of the VASP. It is decomposed into two MFCs: theHigh Level Routing
andTopology Information MFCs. TheVASP Information MSC1 is used by the VASP
TMN to provide useful information for interacting with customers (e.g. accounting,
events/alarms, monitoring and performance information). It contains the following
MFCs: Configuration Status and Monitoring, Performance Monitoring, and Billing
and Accounting Information MFCs.

The PNO VPN Services MSC is needed to enable a PNO to provide a restricted
high-level view of its underlying Management Services to VASPs. This is needed to
present in a single high-level service, a minimal view of underlying PNO MIBs and

1.  Not implemented in ICM due to time and effort constraints.

Figure 6.9 Enterprise view of the ATM Leased-line Management Service
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services. A PNO is unlikely to provide services that allow even monitoring or status
information about their underlying networks and network elements, as this gives a
good idea of the size and scope of an operator’s networks (and thus is very sensitive
and confidential). Besides the security and access control features provided by an inter-
face like the TMN X-interface, the functionality of the high level Management Serv-
ices of a PNO must themselves limit the types of services provided and visibility to the
utilised lower management levels. The MSC is decomposed into a single correspond-
ing MFC. Likewise, aCPN VPN Configuration MSCprovides restricted management
capabilities of the end-user’s CPN.

Each of the MSCs has been mapped onto Operations Systems Functions (OSFs)
which in turn have been mapped onto Operations Systems (OSs) residing in different
TMN management domains. Communications within a TMN takes place using Q3 or
Qx interfaces. Communications between OSFs of different TMN domains takes place
using the X-interface. The X-interface provides security and access control features,
and apart from the fact that the information model presented is different, it is otherwise
similar to the Q3 interface. A more detailed mapping onto the TMN system architec-
ture used in ICM is shown in Figure 6.10.

Several generic security requirements were identified for iVPN:
• The VASP-TMN only has access to PNO-TMN information which is relevant to

a VASP activity.
• A PNO-TMN management system will never have access to information from

other PNO-TMNs via the VASP.
• The VASP must comply with security constraints of each PNO TMN and CPN

TMN.
• The PNO-TMN and CPN-TMN domains are responsible for restricting domain

accessibility to the VASP, and vice-versa.
The impact of security policies is generally in this order: from PNOs to VASP, and then
from VASP to Customers, i.e. the VASP must obey the security policies provided by
the PNOs, and the Customers must obey the security policy agreed upon with the
VASP. This is reflected at the enterprise level in the contractual agreements between
these parties.

6.3.4 iVPN functions and interactions

The most basic operation of an iVPN Management Service can be summarised in the
following interactions:

1 Initialise topology model
The VASP-CM-OS obtains appropriate information from PNO and CPN TMNs
to create physical and logical topology maps in its MIB. (Topology changes
should also be handled.)

2 Request creation of ATM leased line (EEVPC)
The human manager requests the creation of an ATM leased-line (EEVPC)
between two specified end-points available from the VASP-CM-OS’s topology
model, using appropriate input criteria (bandwidth, end-to-end cell delay, total
cell delay variation, cost, etc.)
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3 Determine best set of appropriate high-level routes
The VASP-RD-OS determines a set of high level routes (i.e. which PNOs
should be used), based on information it obtains from VASP-CM-OS; and
returns an appropriate set of possible choices to the VASP-WS-OS for selection
by the user. The VASP-RD-OS can also be easily modified to choose a best pos-
sible route for the requester.

4 Choose best high-level route
The human manager receives the indication of possible high-level routes from
the VASP-RD-OS, and selects one of them for an instantiation of the desired
EEVPC

5 Create appropriate VP connections
The instantiation is performed using the services of the VASP-CM-OS. It
attempts to set up the appropriate underlying VP connections in the desired

Figure 6.10 iVPN physical architecture (on top of VPCM)
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PNOs and CPNs, using the services of one or more PNO-IVPN-Services-OSs
and CPN-IVPN-Configuration-OSs respectively. This process will either com-
pletely succeed (and the VASP-WS-OS will be notified), or may fail. In the lat-
ter case, all the intermediate connections are torn down, and the VASP-WS-OS
is notified of the reason for failure (e.g. Error: VPC create failed, Insufficient
bandwidth in PNOnn). The human manager is notified of the success or failure
of their request by the VASP-WS-OS.

6 Modify or Delete existing EEVPCs
The human manager may perform other types of activities, e.g. add, modify,
delete managed objects residing in the MIB of the VASP-CM-OS.

7 Fault Notification (not implemented in ICM)
If an underlying segment or connection used to create the EEVPC should fail,
the appropriate PNO-IVPN-Services-OS or CPN-IVPN-Configuration-OS
should notify the VASP-CM-OS. This should in turn notify the VASP-WS-OS,
which should in turn notify the appropriate human manager.

8 Configuration and status monitoring (not implemented in ICM)
Appropriate information should be monitored.

9 Performance monitoring and accounting (not implemented in ICM)
Appropriate usage information should be gathered for appropriate billing of the
services involved

6.3.5 VASP-RD-OS

The task of the VASP-RD-OS in iVPN is to identify a set of interconnectable PNOs
that satisfies the customer’s usage requirements, given the constraints of the physical
networks involved. This involves mapping the customer’s requirements onto the avail-
able network resources that the VASP has available in its virtual ATM network and
links/capacity available between PNOs. A further requirement could be to provide the
leased-line VPCs in the most cost effective manner possible, assuming that multiple
route possibilities are involved, each having a different cost.

The VASP-RD-OS will take requests from the customer to create an end-to-end
VPC between VASP end-points, and propose (if possible) one or more possible routes
that satisfy the customer’s requirements. The VASP-RD-OS will use the services of the
VASP-CM-OS to access any necessary information about the underlying PNO net-
works. If no route is possible, because of limitations in the underlying network (e.g. not
enough links or bandwidth available), it will notify the network planning functions to
purchase additional network resource or bring existing but unused ones into service.
Figure 6.11 shows a case where the VASP-RD-OS may propose three possible routes
using different PNOs. The VASP-WS-OS can select one of these routes and instantiate
an actual VPC using the VASP-CM-OS (see Figure 6.13). The VASP-RD-OS uses
information from the VASP-CM-OS to determine which possible routes that match the
criteria for the desired EEVPC.

The containment schema of the VASP-RD-OS information model is shown in
Figure 6.12. The MOs shown are all derived from the X.721:top MO class. The vas-
pRouteRequest MO identifies a particular request for the VASP-RD function to iden-
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tify possible routes for building a vpnTrail. It is created by the request of the VASP-
WS-OS. Its attributes specify the desired source and destination for the trail and the
desired class of service. The vaspRoute MO represents a possible route through the set
of available PNOs, as identified by the VASP-RD function, to satisfy a particular route
request. Its attributes specify the cost, available bandwidth, and a list of vllConnections
needed to instantiate an instance of the route through the subnetworks. It can be used
by the VASP-WS-OS to request creation of a vpnTrail using the services of the VASP-
CM-OS.

Figure 6.11 VASP-RD-OS proposes high-level routes
(through appropriate PNOs)

CPN1

CPN2

PNO2

PNO1

Desired EEVPC

PNO4

PNO3

route1

route2
route3

Figure 6.12 Containment schema of VASP-RD information model
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6.3.6 VASP-CM-OS

The VASP Configuration Manager maintains a model of the connection resources
made available to it by the various PNOs with which it has contracts, together with
administrative details concerning the PNOs and CPNs. It passes topological informa-
tion to the high level route design function. It also maintains the logical view of the
VASP’s network (PNOs, PNO-endpoints, inter-domain links, VPCs, VPNs, etc.). The
logical view of the network for one EEVPC is shown in Figure 6.13 [6.31]. The VASP-

RD-OS is used to propose a set of possible PNO routes through the VASP’s underlying
virtual ATM network. The VASP-WS-OS operator can then request that an EEVPC is
created using one of the proposed routes. The operator could also request the deletion
of an existing VPC. Both these requests are handled by the VASP-CM-OS.

The VASP-CM-OS contains the information about the EEVPCs that have been cre-
ated, or are in the process of being created. The VASP-CM-OS uses the services of the
PNO-IVPN-Services-OS to obtain information about the underlying PNO networks,
and inter-domain links, needed to create a physical and logical model of the VASP
topology. The EEVPCs used for the ATM leased-lines are fixed-bandwidth (they are
tagged as class 1 by the VPCM system, see Section 5.6.1). The PNO guarantees that
their bandwidth will not be modified by other activities in the PNO that may perform
load balancing of other PNO VPCs. This was accomplished in ICM, by the concept of
different classes of VPCs within a PNO.

The inheritance hierarchy and containment schema of the information model used
by the VASP-CM (corresponding to Figure 6.13) are shown in Figure 6.14 and
Figure 6.15.

Figure 6.13 Logical resource component view of VASP-CM-OS
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PNO2

PNO1

intraDomainVllConnection intraDomainVllConnection

vpnTrail

EEVPC

accessVllConnection accessVllConnection

VPL

interDomainVllConnection

Note: The VASP Configuration Manager does not see the actual topology of intraDomainVllConnections.
These are an internal matter for the PNOs. The VASP-CM-OS sees only the endpoints and the
capabilities (bandwidth and performance) of the intraDomainVllConnections.
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Figure 6.14 Inheritance hierarchy of VASP-CM information model
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Figure 6.15 Containment schema for VASP-CM information model
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6.3.7 PNO-IVPN-Services-OS

The PNO-IVPN-Services-OS contained within each PNO TMN management domain
is the high level interface to the underlying VPCM OSs (see Chapter 5 and
Figure 6.10). Its design restricts the types of Management Services and information
that the PNO provides to the VASP.

This OS is responsible for providing the X interfaces of the PNO. Two types of X
interface are supported: X-VP between the VASP and the PNO, and X-PP between
itself and peer PNOs involved in providing the EEVPC.

Over the X-VP interface, it provides the VASP-CM-OS with appropriate topology
information for it to model the end-points that may be used to create interDomainVll-
Connections or accessVllConnections (see Figure 6.13). The latter are access end-
points on the boundary of the PNO TMN, where segments of the EEVPC can be made
to terminate inside each PNO TMN. The OS is responsible for choosing, creating, and
maintaining an internal transit route between access end-points, when the VASP-CM-
OS requests creation of an intraDomainVllConnection between two access endpoints.
It also informs the VPCM Management Service that the appropriate VPC resources are
fixed bandwidth as described in the previous section.

Over the X-PP interface, this OS is also responsible for interactions with peer PNO-
IVPN-Service-OSs in other PNO TMN domains to negotiate, for example, the VPI
used on a Virtual Path Link (VPL) connecting two PNOs.

Figure 6.16 depicts the inheritance hierarchy, while Figure 6.17 shows the contain-
ment schema of the PNO-IVPN-Services-OS MIB. The agent part of the PNO-IVPN-
Services-OS supports three types of interface: An internal Q3 interface to provide
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Figure 6.16 IVPN-services OS inheritance hierarchy
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information to the PNO WS-OS, and two external X interfaces - X-VP and X-PP. The
same agent supports all three interfaces, security mechanisms ensure that the managers
accessing the MIB only see the subtree(s) to which they have access (see Figure 6.17).

6.3.8 CPN-IVPN-Configuration-OS

This management OS is responsible for configuring the remaining VPLs within the
CPN TMN domain, and to automatically negotiate the VPI used on each access link to
PNO. The CPN-IVPN-Configuration-OS was not implemented in ICM.

6.3.9 VASP-WS-OS

The VASP workstation OS (VASP-WS-OS) is the human computer interface (HCI)
used by maintenance personnel working for the VASP operator. The VASP-WS-OS
can be used for naming the customer-sites (CPNs) to be connected via VPCs (identified
as endpoints residing on PNOs), describing the desired VPC performance requirements
(e.g. bandwidth, end-to-end cell delay, jitter, cost, etc.) for an EEVPC. The VASP oper-
ator is allowed to invoke requests for proposed routes between CPNs using the services
of the VASP-RD-OS. The operator may then select the most appropriate route that
meets their requirements, and use the services of the VASP-CM-OS to instantiate it.
The VASP-WS-OS presents a graphical interface used to add, delete, modify and view
information about customers, PNOs, VPNs, EEVPCs (and underlying components).
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Figure 6.17 IVPN-services OS containment schema
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Figure 6.18, displays all the potential customers. Figure 6.19 shows the VASP oper-
ator information about a particular customer - their CPNs, available PNOs to serve
them, and existing access links between their CPNs and PNOs. Figure 6.20 shows the
existing EEVPCs in use for the customer’s VPN. Figure 6.21 shows a request for a new
EEVPC. Figure 6.22 shows a choice of two possible routes proposed by the VASP-RD
that fulfil the request for a new route. By clicking on one of these, the VASP operator
will attempt to instantiate a new EEVPC using the selected route. If successful it will
be reflected in the VPC view (Figure 6.20) of the customer’s VPN, otherwise appropri-
ate errors will be reported to the VASP operator.

Figure 6.18 Customer view

Figure 6.19 CPN view
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Figure 6.20 VPC view

Figure 6.21 Adding a new VPC

Figure 6.22 Choosing a route suggested by VASP-RD-OS
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6.4 The tVPN Management Service: harnessing the
true power of ATM

6.4.1 Overview

As introduced in Section 6.2.4, iVPN is implemented by interconnecting CPN equip-
ment over leased lines, where the leased lines are either dedicated or they are provided
by means of cross-connect equipment in the public domain. The dedication of network
resources to connect the customer equipment results in increased cost for leased line
provisioning and requires extended customer capabilities to manage their leased
resources. It is very likely that the utilisation of network resources is not optimum due
to the dedication of resources to individual customers, and, in general, there is no mul-
tiplexing of VPN traffic and ordinary network traffic. It is even possible for the call
blocking probability in the underlying network to be higher than necessary due to lack
of capacity while the resources dedicated to the leased line customers are lightly uti-
lised. The cost therefore associated with private networks is high due to the dedication
of resources to the end-to-end connections.

tVPN will allow network resources to be used more flexibly and more efficiently by
adjusting to the changing traffic requirements of the customers. The gains in efficiency
imply that tVPN will allow value-added services to be provided at a relative low cost
compared to those in the sVPN and iVPN environments.

Within the t-VPN framework, this section elaborates on VPN service provisioning
in a multi-operator, multi-provider environment.

Utilising the advantages of the ATM technology, ICM has proposed the notion of
the Broadband Switched VPN (BX-VPN) as an efficient means for realising the VPN
concept, in the tVPN context. According to this approach, the VPN is not a collection
of leased lines but a network in its own right, offering multiplexing of different cus-
tomers and hence the opportunity for increased VPN utilisation.

This section focuses on the definition of the fundamental BX-VPN concepts and
ideas. The issues involved with BX-VPN provisioning and operation are discussed
from the viewpoints of the PNOs and the VASPs, with particular emphasis on the man-
agement issues. It is shown how the BX-VPN concept increases the manageability of
VPNs, therefore increasing the flexibility in provisioning, reducing redundancy and
inefficiency inherent in static configurations. The operational and maintenance aspects
are discussed and the functionality required for managing the BX-VPN is identified
and described in terms of Management Services. Furthermore, the issues and policies
for multiplexing VPN and other traffic at the public network domain are identified. The
required enhancements in the PNO management functionality for guaranteeing the
coexistence of the VPN services and network services are identified. A management
system architecture for realising the proposed concepts and ideas is also proposed.

6.4.2 The BX-VPN concept

In leased line based networks, customers are provided with (semi-) permanent end-to-
end connections interconnecting their sites. In this scenario, the customer is responsi-
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ble for routing its traffic over the correct leased lines in order to arrive at the required
destination, by configuring routing tables within its CPN equipment.

Multiplexing and switching are the fundamental techniques employed by ATM for
implementing an integrated access and transport network. Taking into account the
advantages of the multiplexing technique [6.39], ICM tried to exploit the features of
ATM technology in the provision of tVPNs. In this direction, the notion of BX-VPN is
proposed as an efficient means for realising tVPNs.

The prime motivation behind the BX-VPN concept is to optimise the resources
rented from the underlying networks. The main objective of the BX-VPN concept is to
permit the multiplexing of different customers to optimise VPN utilisation.

Driven by the above objective, the BX-VPN is not a collection of leased lines offer-
ing end-to-end connectivity between the individual sites of a customer as the current
VPNs [6.40][6.41], but a network in its own right. In this respect, BX-VPN focuses on
developing an architecture that will enable the multiplexing of the traffic of the individ-
ual BX-VPN customers in an attempt to achieve the best possible utilisation of the
rented resources. The BX-VPN concept offers several degrees of freedom in achieving
this kind of coexistence, which if managed properly by efficient resource management
and routing algorithms will allow optimum utilisation of the network resources.

A BX-VPN is virtually built byreserving the required resources from the underly-
ing network(s). However, the BX-VPN has all the elementary components constituting
a real network:

• BX-VPN links which are defined to be the transmission means of the BX-VPN
over which the BX-VPN user traffic is multiplexed. The BX-VPN links repre-
sent an amount of bandwidth and are characterised by their performance (in
terms of cell loss, delay, etc.).

• BX-VPN switches which provide the switching capability of the BX-VPN nec-
essary for routing and multiplexing the BX-VPN customers traffic. BX-VPN
switches maintain appropriate routing tables which facilitate the proper routing
of the BX-VPN calls over the BX-VPN links. The routing decisions taken by
the VASP are reflected in terms of route selection entry updates in the routing
tables of the BX-VPN switches.

BX-VPN links and BX-VPN switches are virtual resources which have been intro-
duced in order to allow the VASP to operate and manage its own virtual network. How-
ever, they correspond to physical counterparts in the PN(s) domain(s). The following
mappings have been considered (Figure 6.23):

• A BX-VPN link corresponds to one or more VPCs in the underlying PN.
The BX-VPN links are assigned an amount of bandwidth to enable the

transport of the BX-VPN customer information. This amount of bandwidth is
reserved in the underlying PN(s) in terms of VPCs. There need not be an one-
to-one mapping between BX-VPN links and VPCs. A BX-VPN link may be
mapped to a network of VPCs where the minimum cut (capacity) of the VPC
network equals the capacity of the BX-VPN link.

• The BX-VPN switches are subsets of the VC switches in the public network
which interconnect the VPCs corresponding to the BX-VPN links.

The switching capability reserved in the PN is in terms of entries in the route
selection tables to enable the routing of BX-VPN traffic over the BX-VPN
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links. At connection set-up time the public network’s control and signalling pro-
cedures identify BX-VPN calls and use the BX-VPN entries of the route selec-
tion tables (as opposed to those entries used for the public switched traffic) to
route the BX-VPN calls.

In order to rent resources from the underlying PN(s) to build its own network, the
VASP must estimate the traffic to be generated by the BX-VPN customers. These esti-
mates are based on the contracts between the VASP and its customers and on statistical
traffic measurements once the VPN is operational. Appropriate configuration policies
should be exercised by the VASP to meet varying traffic conditions and to optimise the
utilisation of the rented network resources. In particular, traffic conditions change as
the BX-VPN users needs change and as customers are added or deleted from the BX-
VPN customer list. Hence, the VASP must be aware of the BX-VPN state to be able to
estimate the additional resources required to support the requirements of new custom-
ers. This is illustrated in Figures 6.24 and 6.25

In Figures 6.24 and 6.25, the dark coloured nodes are the public network resources
which, or part of which, form the BX-VPN resources. The light-coloured nodes are the
PN resources which are used solely for the PNOs purposes and are not of concern to
the BX-VPN. As illustrated in Figure 6.24, customer A1 owns three sites to be inter-
connected by using the BX-VPN resources. Traffic from site A1 to site A2 may be
multiplexed with traffic from site A3 to site A2.

Figure 6.23 BX-VPN concept
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Figure 6.24 BX-VPN configuration - example 1
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Figure 6.25 BX-VPN configuration - example 2
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When a new customer is added (Figure 6.25), the VASP may need to rent additional
resources; i.e. BX-VPN switches and BX-VPN links. The additional requirements may
be met by: renting new resources from the PNs; by increasing the capacity of existing
resources; or it may be possible to utilise existing resources with the same capacity in
the case where the existing resources were under-utilised.

Once the infrastructure of a BX-VPN has been established, the set-up and release of
individual customer connections is achieved through the control and signalling mecha-
nisms of the PN. In this respect, the appropriate switching capability is reserved in the
PN in order to realise the call control procedures. The control and signalling mecha-
nisms of the public network must be properly updated to handle the BX-VPN calls in
addition to the ordinary network calls. It is worth examining the call set-up procedure
of the BX-VPN connections.

In Figure 6.26, a typical system configuration is depicted. The CPNs are connected
to the core network via BX-VPN links. Where necessary (for example, when the CPN
technology is not ATM), an interworking unit exists between the access node of the
network and the CPN equipment. When a user (e.g. user X) wants to communicate
with the user Y who resides in a remote site, a call request is created and is passed to
the IWU of the CPN at the calling site. The IWU is responsible for generating ATM
consistent call requests via the UNI signalling procedures of the public network. The
requests are passed to the access node of the public network via a signalling protocol
over the VPL connecting the CPN to the core network. The access node identifies that
a request is for a BX-VPN call (by the use of a specific prefix in the called party
number, for example) and therefore uses the route selection tables of the BX-VPN as
opposed to those it would normally use for public switched traffic. In the case where a
closed user group uses a private numbering plan, the mapping of the called number to
the actual destination address is handled by the existing Intelligent Network (IN) facil-
ities of the public network (in which case the IN resources would be pre-configured
and subsequently managed by the VASP) or possibly by a direct mapping in the IWU.

All the network switches corresponding to BX-VPN switches store routing infor-
mation for BX-VPN calls1. This information associates a particular BX-VPN service
class and network destination with an outgoing VPC corresponding to a BX-VPN link.
Using the PN signalling facilities, the BX-VPN call request is passed from BX-VPN
switch to BX-VPN switch until it reaches its destination.

The provisioning and operation of BX-VPNs requires basic control and manage-
ment functionality in the underlying PNs, and additionally requires management func-
tionality in the VASP to specifically manage the BX-VPN operation. In the following
section the management issues at both the VASP and the PNO levels will be discussed.

6.4.3 BX-VPN management issues

Management functionality needs to exist at both the VASP and PNO levels to support
the BX-VPN concept. In the PNO domain, enhancements to existing management
functionality are required, while the VASP must deploy management functionality to

1. The BX-VPN routing table entries are defined by the VASP management system. They
are deployed by the PNO on the request of the VASP.
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cover the policies and decision making mechanisms that will guarantee the successful
provisioning, maintenance and operation of the BX-VPN as a whole.

Table 6.1 introduces the overall management issues involved with the provisioning,
operation and maintenance of BX-VPNs in both the VASP and PNO domains.

Management
 Issues

At the VASP level At the PNO level

BX-VPN Config-
uration

Concerned with building the BX-
VPN by determining the type and
quantity of resources to be rented
from the PN(s). It involves routing at
a high level (to identify the PNs) and
resource management (see below).

Concerned with the provision of the
requested BX-VPN resources. The
PN provider must determine whether
the resources requested by the VASP
are available to meet the VASP’s
requests. Dynamic BX-VPN re-con-
figuration guarantees the employ-
ment of efficient resource policies in
the PN (see below).

BX-VPN Cus-
tomer Traffic
Characterisation

This is the process for estimating the
expected traffic of BX-VPN custom-
ers in order to determine the required
capacity of the BX-VPN.

Table 6.1 BX-VPN management issues

Figure 6.26 A typical system configuration
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BX-VPN Usage
Predictions

Based on measurements of the BX-
VPN customer traffic, VASP makes
predictions on future BX-VPN cus-
tomer requests.

PNO predicts BX-VPN needs in
resources based on actual BX-VPN
traffic measurements. These predic-
tions are useful in exercising
resource reservation strategies.

BX-VPN
Resource Man-
agement

Concerned with the management of
the logical resources constituting the
BX-VPN. Efficient resource man-
agement guarantees better utilisa-
tion of the BX-VPN resources. BX-
VPN configuration results in exercis-
ing resource management.

Policies are employed by the PN in
order to optimise the utilisation of
the network resources that have been
rented to BX-VPN.

Routing Determines how the traffic of the
individual BX-VPN customers will
be routed over the BX-VPN links.
The BX-VPN routing plan is passed
to the PN for the routing tables of the
rented portions of the PN switches to
be configured.

PN must be able to realise the deci-
sions made at BX-VPN level. These
decisions are passed to the PN to
update the routing tables.

Monitoring Enables the BX-VPN provider to
monitor the usage of the BX-VPN
resources. These results are a neces-
sary input to the resource manage-
ment policies.

Permits the PNO to estimate both the
ordinary PN traffic and the BX-VPN
load in order to exercise the appro-
priate resource management policy.
The PNO also provides the required
measurements according to the BX-
VPN monitoring requirements.

QoS Monitoring Enables the VASP to assess the per-
formance of the BX-VPN and the
quality of the offered BX-VPN serv-
ices. In the case of QoS degradation
the VASP reconfigures the BX-VPN
or makes complaints to the PNO if
the PN performance is low.

PNO needs to assess that the per-
formance of the rented resources
meet the performance targets negoti-
ated with the VASP. This activity
quantifies the efficiency of the
employed resource management
schemes and is used for analysing
BX-VPN complaints.

Security Aspects Concerned with the employment of
proper authorisation and access con-
trol mechanisms to protect the BX-
VPN user against unauthorised use.

Concerned with the protection of the
BX-VPN traffic so that ordinary PN
traffic and BX-VPN traffic will not
interfere.

Management
 Issues

At the VASP level At the PNO level

Table 6.1 BX-VPN management issues
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The following sections discuss resource management and routing management in
more detail as these issues are particularly relevant to BX-VPN. These two manage-
ment areas distinguish the BX-VPN concept, providing flexibility in configuration and
potential gains in efficiency benefiting the customer and both the VASP and the PNO
organisations.

Accounting/Bill-
ing

Used to calculate the charges for
each BX-VPN customer. It is based
on information about the utilisation
of the BX-VPN resources. The
accounting policies employed deter-
mine the profit of VASP.

Exercised by the PNO in order to
charge the VASP for hiring the PN
resources. The PNO also provides
the VASP information on the utilisa-
tion of the rented PN resources in
order to facilitate accounting at the
BX-VPN level.

Customer
Administration

Concerned with the maintenance of
information pertinent to the BX-
VPN customers and services. The
BX-VPN customers provide the
VASP with the topological aspects
for interconnection of their sites and
negotiate the service(s) available.
This information is used by the
VASP in order to configure his own
network and to guarantee that the
contract with the customers is pre-
served.

The characteristics of the services
are negotiated with the VASP. More-
over, PNO maintains records of the
VASPs he is working with.

Complaints
Analysis

Concerned with the collection of
customer complaints. The com-
plaints analysis in combination with
the BX-VPN performance monitor-
ing facilitates the identification of
potential problem occurred to either
the BX-VPN of the underlying net-
work that has caused the degradation
of the offered QoS.

Analysis of complaints at the VPN
level results in either further negotia-
tions with the PNO or expression of
complaints to the PNO regarding
low performance of the PN. In the
latter case, the PNO needs to be able
to analyse the complaints and pro-
vide satisfactory answers.

Service Creation
and Provision

Design and provision of new serv-
ices to accommodate the specific
needs of the BX-VPN customers.
The VASP gathers information about
the needs and complaints of the cus-
tomers. Based on this information,
the VASP negotiates with the PN for
the creation of new services.

Creation of new services in order to
meet the BX-VPN requirements. The
VASP provides the PNO with the
expected characteristics of the new
services. The PNO performs the nec-
essary actions to result in the provi-
sion of the new services.

Management
 Issues

At the VASP level At the PNO level

Table 6.1 BX-VPN management issues
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6.4.3.1 Resource management at the VASP level

In general, resource management involves actions to ensure efficient utilisation of net-
work resources. Specifically, in the BX-VPN environment, resource management is
concerned with managing the resources rented from the PN(s).

It should be stressed that although the VASP manages its own virtual resources, it
does not manage directly their physical counterparts, these are managed by the PNO(s)
according to the decisions by the VASP. For instance, the VASP may know that the
transmission capability it has rented between two BX-VPN switches has a capacity of
50 Mbit/s but it does not care how this transmission capability is physically realised in
the underlying network. When the VASP decides to increase the capacity of a BX-VPN
link to, say, 80 Mbit/s, this management decision is passed down to the PNO TMN
which is then responsible for its implementation.

The main target of Resource Management in the VASP domain is the estimation of
the resources to be rented from the PN(s) in order to meet the demands of the BX-VPN
customers. Based on information retrieved from its customers and through the proce-
dure of BX-VPN Customer Traffic Characterisation, the VASP determines the type and
the amount of resources to rent from the PN(s). Through the interaction with the opera-
tors of the underlying networks the VASP rents the required resources in terms of BX-
VPN links and BX-VPN switches.

When new customers are to be accommodated by the BX-VPN or the requirements
of the existing customers change, the scope of resource management is to adapt the
BX-VPN capabilities to the new requirements. The resource management actions may
result in the re-configuration of the BX-VPN topology in the following ways:

• the amount of bandwidth corresponding to the BX-VPN links is increased or
decreased,

• new BX-VPN resources are added, or,
• existing BX-VPN resources are deleted.

Resource management activities are triggered:
• at customer request epochs, at which the VASP gets new requests for customer

connectivity changes (i.e. add, delete sites, modify connectivity characteristics
of existing connections), and,

• dynamically, according to the current performance of the BX-VPN.
Figures 6.24 and 6.25 provide an example. Initially, customer A, with three sites, is
inter-connected by the BX-VPN. When customer B is introduced the BX-VPN config-
uration is changed to meet the requirements (Figure 6.25). The figure shows that new
resources were rented, furthermore the capacity of the existing resources supporting
customer A may have been increased.

After the management decisions have been taken, the VASP negotiates with the
PNO for the reservation of the required resources. The PNO in its turn provides the
agreed resources to the VASP.
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6.4.3.2 Routing management at the VASP level

As described previously, the VASP rents switching as well as transmission capabilities
from the underlying PNO(s). The switching capability allows the VASP to multiplex
traffic over the BX-VPN resources according to an appropriate routing plan (i.e. set of
routes between customer sites).

The logical BX-VPN switches exhibit the principal characteristics of the underly-
ing physical switches residing in the public network. That is, a BX-VPN switch main-
tains a Route Selection Algorithm (RSA) and an associated route selection table to
choose an appropriate route for incoming BX-VPN call requests.

In connection oriented networks, such as ATM, routing decisions are made at call
establishment time, by the control plane. However, an associated management activity
is concerned with ensuring that the correct information is available in the network
switches to enable suitable routing decisions to be made.

Based on the topology of the BX-VPN network and the service classes offered, the
VASP determines an appropriate routing plan. This involves defining the route selec-
tion table entries to be down-loaded to the BX-VPN switches. Each route selection
entry associates a particular destination and a given service class with the appropriate
outgoing BX-VPN link.

The VASP routing plan may change dynamically in order to meet varying traffic
conditions in the BX-VPN. In particular the routing plan may change when:

• the BX-VPN traffic load changes significantly,
• the BX-VPN customers requirements change, e.g. new customers are added or

new service classes are introduced,
• the performance of the BX-VPN deteriorates.

6.4.3.3 Resource and routing management at the PNO level

Chapter 5 dealt with the details of the PNO management issues with respect to resource
and routing management for the provision of public switched services. The support of
BX-VPN services requires extensions to this management functionality.

It is the PNO who provides the physical resources for BX-VPNs following negotia-
tions with the VASP. In this respect, the management functionality employed by the
PNO must be enhanced to enable the coexistence of both public switched traffic and
BX-VPN traffic on the same physical network infrastructure. This section will examine
how PNO resource management and routing policies are influenced by the existence of
BX-VPN.

The VASP rents transmission capability from the PNO in terms of BX-VPN links.
The PNO in turn, reserves the requested resources in terms of VPCs. A key objective is
that the PNO should be able to exercise flexible resource management and routing pol-
icies so that the public and BX-VPN services coexist without adversely affecting one
other.

As illustrated in Figure 6.27, a network of VPCs may be used to implement a BX-
VPN link. For instance, the BX-VPN link depicted in the figure corresponds to the
VPCs: {ab1, bc1, cg1}, {ad1, de1, ef1, fg1}, and {ad2, df1, fg2}. The sum of the
capacities of the set of VPCs supporting the BX-VPN link must always be equal to or
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greater than the negotiated capacity of the BX-VPN link. (It is assumed that all VPLs
in a VPC are assigned the same amount of bandwidth).

This scheme allows the PNO to adopt flexible resource reservation policies. For
example, there may not be enough capacity available along a single sequence of links
to reserve the full bandwidth requested by the VASP for a BX-VPN link. Alternatively,
a PNO may not wish to allocate a significant proportion of link capacity to the VASP as
this may restrict the PNO’s own resource and routing management options for manag-
ing the ordinary public switched traffic.

The VASP does not see how the PNO has implemented the BX-VPN link, it has an
abstract view of the total capacity of the BX-VPN link and its end points.

As far as the BX-VPN routing plan is concerned, the VASP passes its defined rout-
ing plan to the PNO. The PNO will use this information so that the BX-VPN customers
traffic will be properly routed over the VPCs reserved for the BX-VPN needs. The
PNO’s own routing plan for its ordinary switched services must guarantee that the per-
formance requirements of the BX-VPN services will be preserved while the PN ordi-
nary traffic will not be affected by the BX-VPN traffic.

6.4.4 Decomposition and mapping to the TMN architecture

The previous two sections have presented the concept of BX-VPN for provisioning
VPNs in the tVPN framework together with the operational and management issues
involved. This section elaborates on an architecture supporting BX-VPN management.

The enterprise view presented for the iVPN Management Service in Section 6.3.2
(see Figure 6.9) reflects also the BX-VPN Management Service.

The TMN architectural framework recommended by the ITU-T [6.1] is adopted.
Following the methodology of the ITU-T Recommendation M.3020 [6.26], Manage-
ment Services are decomposed into Management Service Components (MSCs) which

Figure 6.27 BX-VPN link handling in the PNO domain
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are in turn are decomposed into Management Functional Components (MFCs). The
derived MFCs are mapped to the hierarchical layers of the TMN and to the TMN func-
tion blocks (OSFs, MFs etc.) of the TMN functional architecture.

6.4.4.1 MSCs and MFCs

The BX-VPN Management Service is decomposed into MSCs and MFCs as follows:
• A Customer Information Service MSC, responsible for carrying out all the nec-

essary interactions and operations related with the VPN customers. It is further
decomposed into the following MFCs:
• A Customer Interaction MFC, responsible for carrying out the interactions

with the VPN customers e.g. receiving requests and complaints, sending
responses etc. The interactions with the VPN customers can be achieved
through proprietary means or over standardised interfaces.

• A Customer Traffic Characterisation MFC, with the purpose of monitoring
and subsequently characterising customer traffic.

• A Customer Administration MFC, responsible for storing all customer
related information, e.g. location, services used etc.

• A VASP Configuration Manager MSC, responsible for maintaining a model of
BX-VPN resources and implementing the required configuration changes. It is
further decomposed into the following MFCs:
• A VPN Resource Configuration MFC, responsible for maintaining a model

of the BX-VPN resources and for implementing configuration changes
through appropriate communication with the PNs.

• A PN Information ServiceMFC, responsible for maintaining a repository of
the PNs with which the VASP is associated, their connectivity and their
offered services.

• A VASP Route Design MSC, responsible for exercising appropriate resource
management and routing management policies so that the BX-VPN performs
within contractual levels. The scope of BX-VPN resource management and
routing has outlined in the previous sections. This MSC is further decomposed
into the following MFCs:
• A BX-VPN Usage Predictions MFC, with the purpose of predicting future

BX-VPN customer requests per offered VPN service class.
• A VPN Resource MonitoringMFC, responsible for monitoring the actual

usage of the VPN resources. The measurements are taken from the underly-
ing PNs, through the interaction of the VPN Resource Configuration MFC,
and are forwarded to the management functions responsible for resource and
routing management (see below).

• A VPN DesignMFC, concerned with the construction of the BX-VPN by
determining the type and quantity of resources to be rented from the under-
lying PNs. This MFC also defines the routing plan according to which the
different VPN customer classes will be routed through the BX-VPN.

This MFC is triggered by VPN customer requests and by degraded BX-
VPN performance. The inputs to this MFC are the VPN customer usage pre-
dictions from the BX-VPN Usage Predictions MFC and the alarms emitted
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from the lower level MFCs. The actions from this MFC concern: creation/
deletion of VPN switches and links and allocation of bandwidth to the VPN
links. Elements of the functionality of this MFC resemble the network topol-
ogy planning functions of public networks as well as the Route Design com-
ponent introduced for the VPCM management system (see Section 5.5).

• A VPN Link Bandwidth Management MFC, responsible for the management
of the bandwidth of the BX-VPN links. This MFC, based on measures on
actual VPN resource usage, received through the VPN Resource Monitoring
MFC, aims at warning the VPN Design MFC of undesirable trends on VPN
link usage, emitting lightly loaded or heavily loaded link utilisation alarms.
These alarms are further consolidated with the VPN customer usage predic-
tions in the VPN Design MFC, where the final actions for VPN link band-
width modifications are taken.

• A VPN Routing MFC, carrying out routing management. This MFC taking
into account the BX-VPN configuration and the current load on the BX-
VPN modifies appropriately the routes offered per VPN service class.

• A VPN QoS VerificationMSC, responsible for asserting that the performance of
the BX-VPN is within the contractual levels. It is further decomposed into:
• A VPN Connection Performance Monitoring MFC, responsible for under-

taking all necessary measurements activities required for asserting the per-
formance of the BX-VPN through interaction with the underlying PNs,
through the VPN Resource Configuration MFC.

• A VPN Performance Analysis MFC, responsible for analysing the perform-
ance measures to verify that the performance of the BX-VPN is within
acceptable levels. Should BX-VPN performance be found to be unaccepta-
ble, Quality of Service alarms are emitted.

• A VPN Customer Complaint Analysis MFC, responsible for analysing the
received customer complaints to assert whether they are justified.

• A VPN Services MSC, responsible for creating and maintaining the VPN serv-
ices offered to the customers. It is further decomposed into the following MFCs:
• A VPN Service Model MFC, a repository of the offered VPN services.
• A VPN Service Creation and Advertisement MFC, responsible for creating

new VPN services and advertising them to the customers.
• An Accounting and Billing MSC, responsible for carrying out all necessary

functions for charging and billing the VPN customers.

6.4.4.2 System architecture

Figure 6.28 shows the allocation of the identified MFCs to OSFs and also places the
OSFs into the TMN architectural layers.

6.4.5 Conclusions on the BX-VPN work

The second half of this chapter presented the concept of BX-VPNs - VPNs supporting
switched traffic in a broadband ATM network environment, as a means for provision-
ing VPN services in the tVPN framework.
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BX-VPNs are created, operated and managed through the co-operation of the Pub-
lic Network Operators and the Value Added Service Providers. The management issues
involved in provisioning and operating a BX-VPN were discussed and it was shown
that the BX-VPN concept actually increases the opportunity for management, particu-
larly in the areas of resource management and routing management. These two man-
agement areas are not considered in the provision of VPN services in today’s context of
iVPN. Improved manageability means more flexibility in provisioning at both the PNO

Figure 6.28 Functional architecture of the VASP TMN for BX-VPN
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and VASP levels. There is an opportunity for decision making at each of these levels,
but with different concerns. The VASP is concerned with the creation and operation of
a logical network, while the PNO is concerned with operating and managing the physi-
cal counterpart.

Behind BX-VPN is the concept of multiplexing different customers’ traffic over the
same resources. This multiplexing is achieved under the control of the VASP, who
shares out the rented resources between its customers. This allows the VASP to take
advantage of statistical multiplexing at the call level and ensure higher levels of utilisa-
tion thereby increasing the revenue on its rented resources and thereby lowering the
cost of VPNs. Because the BX-VPN is switched, the VASP can take further advantage
of multiplexing through routing. Customers no longer have to be connected end-to-
end, instead the VASP may reproduce the equivalents of access links and core trans-
mission networks in the BX-VPN, where full advantage may be taken of the increased
number of connections in the “core network” where sharing of resources may be fully
exploited.

The advantages of the BX-VPN approach, in terms of enhanced flexibility,
enhanced manageability, reductions in redundancy, increased efficiency in multiplex-
ing, all have the tendency to reduce the costs for VPN services, and benefit all parties:
the public networks, the VASPs and the customers.

The work to-date has defined the Management Service and the management system
architecture for BX-VPN. Future work includes the validation of the proposed con-
cepts and ideas through implementation of the proposed management system architec-
ture; specifically it involves:

• system design and information modelling, based on the proposed architecture,
• derivation of specific algorithms for the management components at both the

VASP and PNO levels.
• implementation of prototypes, experimentation and demonstration,
• a techno-economic study to further investigate and quantify the cost savings

associated with the BX-VPN approach.

6.5 Security issues for VPN Management Services

The use of the TMN X-interface in the iVPN case study was described previously. A
key issue behind the TMN X-interface is security of management interactions as these
cross the boundaries of administrations or domains. General security requirements and
services are described in [6.20] while [6.1] presents the TMN-specific security require-
ments. TMN security may be needed both intra-domain (Q) as well as inter-domain
(X), depending on the environment in which a TMN operates. In the case of the ICM
VPN, given the fact that the Internet was used as the TMN Data Communication Net-
work (DCN), some security mechanisms were also applied within a TMN domain.

The TMN security requirements are the following:
• authentication, which is used to authenticate peer entities at association estab-

lishment, providing confidence that an entity is not attempting to masquerade as
a legitimate one;
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• data integrity, which counters active threats such as the modification or replay
of information in transit;

• confidentiality, which guarantees that observed data by a third party in an infor-
mation flow would be meaningless to the observer;

• access control, which provides different levels of access to management infor-
mation (managed objects) by authenticated peer entities.

While access control is specific to OSI management and is fairly well advanced by
ISO/ITU-T [6.21], authentication, integrity and confidentiality will be eventually
catered for in a generic fashion, encompassing all upper layer protocols and applica-
tions [6.22]. The state of the relevant standards is still not stable enough and, as such,
lightweight secret-key based mechanisms were designed and implemented in ICM.
The detailed issues behind the ICM security mechanisms are described in Chapter 10,
as they constitute an integral part of the OSIMIS ICM TMN platform.

Figure 6.29 describes the context in which security services were applied and illus-
trates from a very high level, the interactions between different OSs involved in a com-
plex management service such as VPN. The arrows show the direction of manager to
agent relationships between the various TMN physical blocks. The internal structure of
the PNO TMNs is simplified for clarity. The use of TMN Q and X-interfaces is clearly
depicted. Authenticated secure interactions can take place with appropriate access con-
trol restrictions across the TMN X-interface. The full range of security services,
including integrity and confidentiality have been used across the various X interfaces.
Within each TMN domain, interactions between TMN physical blocks use TMN Q-

Figure 6.29 Security in a multi-domain VPN Management Service
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interfaces. In the context of ICM, authentication has been chosen as the only security
service within a domain. This prevents unauthorised associations but there is no need
for integrity, confidentiality and access control: integrity and confidentiality are not an
issue since management traffic stays intra-domain while access control requirements
can be relaxed given the fact that trusted “well-behaved” applications are used.

Access control has been solely used for access to the Management Information
Tree (MIT) of the PNO-IVPN-Services-OS. This has been crucial as the latter provides
the X-VP (to VASPs) and X-PP (to other PNOs) interfaces. Different VASPs and
neighbouring PNOs should “see” different parts of the MIT. The access control model
implemented in ICM provides object-level restrictions (class or instance based) as
opposed to restrictions on individual attributes, actions, event reports and their values.
Object-level access control according to the model in [6.21] has been found very pow-
erful and has served very well the needs of the ICM VPN.

Summarising, in order to ensure that no accidental, deliberate or malicious misuse
in the interaction between OSs residing in different TMN domains will occur, the fol-
lowing steps must be taken:

• Design Specific
The first line of defence is always in the design of the allowed functionality

of the services provided by the OSs (MIBs and MOs) themselves. Especially
important are any restrictions imposed in the design at the service layer.

• Generic
Authentication, integrity, confidentiality and access control may be essen-

tially “inherited” by every TMN X-interface, being available by the infrastruc-
ture or platform that is used to realise the relevant OSs.

Finally, it should be stated that through experimentation it has been demonstrated that
the ICM lightweight security mechanisms do not impose a significant overhead to
management interactions, justifying the use of some security mechanisms even on an
intra-domain basis, to prevent mainly accidental damage.

6.6 Conclusions

The competitiveness of modern national and multinational corporations is increasingly
affected by how well they utilise telecommunications services. In the future, as the use
of more advanced applications and services grows, there will be a need to extend VPN
services to integrate many different types of corporate telecommunications traffic
including voice, data, video and multimedia. ATM networks are well suited as a net-
work infrastructure for this. Advanced types of VPN Management Services are needed
for ATM networks.

This chapter presented two diverse approaches to the problem of managing ATM
VPNs. The first, iVPN, is an evolution of current leased-line services. Practical imple-
mentation experience was gained by the ICM project, and the service has been imple-
mented and used on both real and simulated ATM networks. The project experimented
in practice with solutions to the problems of security involved with services that span
multiple management domains.
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The second approach, tVPN, addresses the limitations of iVPN aiming to optimise
the ATM network resources used, and to multiplex different VPN customers over these
resources to improve VPN utilisation. The system design and architecture was pre-
sented but future work is needed in the areas of implementation and experimentation.

Valuable experience was gained in the area of network management security and in
the implementation of ATM VPNs in general.
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